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Abstract 
Narrowing is an important method for solving unification problems in equational theories that 
are presented by confluent term rewriting systems. Because narrowing is a rather complicated 
operation, several authors tudied calculi in which narrowing is replaced by more simple inference 
rules. This paper is concerned with one such calculus. Contrary to what has been stated in 
the literature, we show that the calculus lacks strong completeness, o selection functions to 
cut down the search space are not applicable. We prove completeness of the calculus and we 
establish an interesting connection between its strong completeness and the completeness of 
basic narrowing. We also address the eager variable elimination problem. It is known that many 
redundant derivations can be avoided if the variable elimination rule, one of the inference rules 
of our calculus, is given precedence over the other inference rules. We prove the completeness 
of a restricted variant of eager variable elimination in the case of orthogonal term rewriting 
systems. 
1. Introduction 
E-unification - solving equations modulo some equational theory E - is a fundamen- 
tal technique in automated reasoning. Narrowing [21,4, 1 l] is a general E-unification 
procedure for equational theories that are presented by confluent term rewriting systems. 
Narrowing is the computational mechanism of many functional-logic programming lan- 
guages (see Hanus [7] for a recent survey on the integration of functional and logic 
programming). It is well-known that narrowing is complete with respect to normaliz- 
able solutions. Completeness means that for every solution to a given equation, a more 
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general solution can be found by narrowing. If we extend narrowing to goals consisting 
of several equations, we obtain strong completeness. This means that we do not lose 
completeness when we restrict applications of the narrowing rule to a single equation 
in each goal. 
Since narrowing is not easily implemented, several authors studied calculi consist- 
ing of a small number of more elementary inference rules that simulate narrowing 
(e.g., [16,8,9,14,22,6]). In this paper we are concerned with a subset (actually the 
specialization to confluent TRSs) of the calculus TRANS proposed by Hiilldobler [9]. 
We call this calculus lazy narrowing calculus (LNC for short). Because the purpose 
of LNC is to simulate narrowing by more elementary inference rules, it is natural 
to expect that LNC inherits strong completeness from narrowing, and indeed this is 
stated by Hiilldobler (Corollary 7.3.9 in [9]). We show however that LNC lacks strong 
completeness. 
An important improvement over narrowing is basic narrowing (Hullot [ll]). In 
basic narrowing steps are never applied to (sub)terms introduced by previous narrow- 
ing substitutions, resulting in a significant reduction of the search space. In this paper 
we establish a surprising connection between LNC and basic narrowing: we show that 
LNC is strongly complete whenever basic narrowing is complete. The latter is known 
for complete (i.e., confluent and terminating) TRSs (Hullot [ll]). Other sufficient con- 
ditions are right-linearity and orthogonality (Middeldorp and Hamoen [17]). So LNC is 
strongly complete for these three classes of TRSs. We prove completeness of LNC for 
the general case of confluent TRSs. In the literature completeness of LNc-like calculi 
is proved under the additional termination assumption. Without this assumption the 
completeness proof is significantly more involved. 
It is known that LNc-like calculi generate many derivations which produce the same 
solutions (up to subsumption). Martelli et al. [16, 141 and Hijlldobler [9], among others, 
pointed out that many of these redundant derivations can be avoided by giving the 
variable elimination rule, one of the inference rules of LNc-like calculi, precedence over 
the other inference rules. The problem whether this strategy is complete or not is called 
the eager variable elimination problem in [9,22]. Martelli et al. stated in [14] that this 
is easily shown in the case of terminating (and confluent) TRSs, but Snyder questions 
the validity of this claim in his monograph [22] on E-unification. We address the 
eager variable elimination problem for non-terminating TRSs. We prove completeness 
of a slightly restricted version of eager variable elimination in the case of orthogonal 
TRSs. To this end we simplify and extend the main result of You [23] concerning the 
completeness of outer narrowing for orthogonal constructor-based TRSs. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In a preliminary section we in- 
troduce narrowing and basic narrowing, and we state the relevant completeness results. 
The narrowing calculus that we are interested in - LNC - is defined in Section 3. In 
that section we also show that LNC is not strongly complete. In Section 4 we estab- 
lish the connection between the strong completeness of LNC and the completeness of 
basic narrowing. We prove the completeness of LNC for general confluent systems in 
Section 5. Section 6 is concerned with the eager variable elimination problem. In the 
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final section we give suggestions for further research. The appendix contains proofs of 
a few technical results. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this preliminary section we review the basic notions of term rewriting and narrow- 
ing. We refer to Dershowitz and Jouannaud [2] and Klop [12] for extensive surveys. 
A signature is a set 9 of function symbols. Associated with every f E Y is a 
natural number denoting its arity. Function symbols of arity 0 are called constants. 
The set Y(9, V) of kwrzs built from a signature 5 and a countably infinite set of 
variables V” with 9 CI -Y- = 0 is the smallest set containing -t/ such that f(tl, . . . , tn ) E 
Y(F, Y) whenever f E F has arity n and ti, . . . , tn E F(F, V). We write c instead 
of c( ) whenever c is a constant. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted 
by Car(t). 
A position is a sequence of natural numbers identifying a subterm in a term. The 
set Pas(t) of positions in a term t is inductively defined as follows: Yes(t) = {E} if 
t is a variable and Yes(t) = {E}U{iapj ldi<n and pEPos(ti)} if t =f(tl,...,&). 
Here E, the root position, denotes the empty sequence. If p E Pas(t) then tl, denotes 
the subterm of t at position p and t[slp denotes the term that is obtained from t by 
replacing the subterm at position p by the term s. Formally, tl, = t and t[slp = s if 
p = E and t lp = filq and f[slp = f(tl,. . . , ti[s]q,. . . , tn) if p = i-q and t = f(tl,_. . , t,,). 
The set 9os(t) is partitioned into Posy(t) and Pos9(t) as follows: Posy(t) = {p E 
9os(t) 1 tl, E 9’“) and pass(t) = 9os(t)\Posu(t). Elements of Posv(t) are called 
variable positions. Positions are partially ordered by the prefix order 6, i.e., p <q if 
there exists a (necessarily unique) r such that p a Y = q. In that case we define q\p 
as the position r. We write p < q if p d q and p # q. If neither p <q nor q d p, we 
write p _L q. The size ItI of a term t is the cardinal@ of the set 9os(t). 
A substitution is a map 8 from -Y- to Y(9, V) with the property that the set 
{x E “Y- 1 O(x) # x} is finite. This set is called the domain of 0 and denoted by 9(e). 
We frequently identify a substitution t9 with the set {X I+ e(x) 1 x f ii@(t?)} of vari- 
able bindings. The empty substitution will be denoted by E. So E = 0 by abuse of 
notation. Substitutions are extended to homomorphisms from r(Y, V) to Y(5, Y), 
i.e., e( f (tl ,...,td) = f(w),..., O(t,)) for every n-ary fimction symbol f E 9 and 
terms tl,..., tn f F(F, V). In the following we write t0 instead of e(t). We denote 
the set Uxt9Ce) Var(xB) of variables introduced by 8 by S(0). The composition O1 O2 
of two substitutions e1 and e2 is defined by x(0,&) = (x6$ )& for all x E V. A 
substitution 81 is at least as general as a substitution 02, denoted by 01~02, if there 
exists a substitution 0 such that 018 = 02. The relation < is called subsumptiun. The 
restriction 8 TV of a substitution 0 to a set V(C V) of variables is defined as follows: 
8 rvcx) = 8(~) if x E 9” and efv(x) = x if x e V. A variable substitution maps 
variables to variables. A variable renaming is a bijective variable substitution. It is 
well-known that the combination of e1 < 02 and 02 < e1 is equivalent to the existence 
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of a variable renaming 6 such that 016 = 132. We write 81 = t& [V] if 81 IV = 02 Iv. 
We write 8i < & [V] if there exists a substitution 8 such that 8i8 = t$ [VI. A sub- 
stitution 0 is called idempotent if 08 = 8. It is easy to show that a substitution 8 is 
idempotent if and only if 9(0)n9(0) = 0. Terms s and t are unifiable if there exists a 
substitution 8, a so-called unifier of s and t, such that se = ttl. A most general unifier 
0 has the property that 0 < 8’ for every other unifier 8’ of s and t. Most general unifiers 
are unique up to variable renaming. Given two unifiable terms s and t, the unification 
algorithms of Robinson [20] and Martelli and Montanari [15] produce an idempotent 
most general unifier 8 that satisfies 9(e) U 4(o) C Var(s) U Var(t). 
A rewrite rule is a directed equation 1 ---f Y that satisfies 1 4 V and Var(r) C Var(l). 
A term rewriting system (TRS for short) is a set of rewrite rules. The rewrite relation 
-9 associated with a TRS 9 is defined as follows: s -+g t if there exists a rewrite 
rule 1 -+ r E 92, a substitution 0, and a position p E Pas(s) such that sip = 16’ and 
t = s[rQ,. The subterm ZlJ of s is called a redex and we say that s rewrites to t by 
contracting redex le. Occasionally we write s 48, P, ,+ t or s +P, I_+ t. The transitive 
and reflexive closure of +a is denoted by -2. If s -i t we say that s rewrites 
to t. The transitive closure of +s is denoted by +i. The equational theory induced 
by 93 is denoted by H;. We usually omit the subscript W. A term without redexes 
is called a normal form. We say that a term t has a normal form if there exists a 
rewrite sequence starting from t that ends in a normal form. A substitution 8 is called 
normalized (normalizable) if x0 is (has) a normal form for every x E 9(e). The 
routine proofs of the following lemmas are omitted. 
Lemma 1. Let 8, 81, 02 be substitutions and V, V’ sets of variables such that 
(vy2(e)) u 3ye IV,) G v. rf e1 < e2 [VI then ee, 6 ee2 [VI. 
Lemma 2. Let t3,, t12 be substitutions and V, V’ sets of variables such that V’ & 
(V\~8(0~)) u 9(& TV). If g1g2 ]r is normalized then g2 ]r, is normalized. 
A TRS is terminating if it does not admit infinite rewrite sequences. A TRS is 
conjkent if for all terms tl, t2, t3 with tl -+* t2 and tl A* t3 there exists a term t4 
such that t2 +* t4 and t3 +* t4. Such a term t4 is called a common reduct of t2 
and t3. Confluence is equivalent to the property that tl and t2 have a common reduct 
whenever tl +-+* t2. If I + r is a rewrite rule and 0 a variable renaming then the 
rewrite rule 10 + re is called a variant of 1 -+ r. A rewrite rule 1 + r is left-linear 
(right-linear) if I (r) does not contain multiple occurrences of the same variable. 
A left-linear (right-linear) TRS only contains left-linear (right-linear) rewrite rules. Let 
11 + rl and 12 + t-2 be variants of rewrite rules of a TRS W such that they have 
no variables in common. Suppose 11 lp, for some p E Posg(ll), and 12 are unifiable 
with most general unifier 0. The pair of terms (Zl[r2]pg,rlg) is called a critical pair 
of W, except in the case that 11 -+ r1 and 12 + r2 are renamed versions of the same 
rewrite rule and p = E. A TRS without critical pairs is called non-ambiguous. An 
orthogonal TRS is left-linear and non-ambiguous. For orthogonal TRSs a considerable 
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amount of theory has been developed, see Klop [12] for a comprehensive survey. The 
most prominent fact is that orthogonal TRSs are confluent. In Section 6 we make use 
of the work of Huet and Levy [lo] on standardization. 
We distinguish a nullary function symbol true and a binary function symbol =:, 
written in infix notation. A term of the form s M t, where neither s nor t contains any 
occurrences of M and true, is called an equation. The term true is also considered 
as an equation. The extension of a TRS 9 with the rewrite rule x PZ x + true is 
denoted by W+. Let e = s M t be an equation and 8 a substitution. We say that 0 is an 
(9C)solution of e and we write 9 F et9 if se -i to. So 8 is a solution of e if etI 
belongs to the equational theory generated by 93. If W is confluent, W l- e0 is equivalent 
to the existence of a rewrite sequence 4 --+i+ true. We find it convenient to call 
a solution 0 of e normalized if the substitution 8 r_~ar(~) is normalized. Narrowing is 
formulated as the following inference rule: 
e if there exist a fresh3 variant 1 -+ r of a rewrite rule in W+, 
e[rlpe 
a position p E PosF(e), and a most general unifier 8 of elP 
and 1. 
In the above situation we write e -+s,P,[+r e[r],e. This is called an w-step (NC stands 
for narrowing calculus). Subscripts will be omitted when they are clear from the context 
or irrelevant. A (finite) w-derivation is a sequence 
cl -%,Pl,Il+rl ... -%-,,Pn--l,l,-l +_, en 
of NC-steps and abbreviated to ei -3; e, where f3 = 0, . . . On- ,. An NC-derivation which 
ends in true is called an w-refutation. The following completeness result is due to 
Hullot [ 111. 
Theorem 3. Let W be a confluent TRS and e an equation. For every normalized 4 
solution 0 of e there exists an w-refutation e -+i, true such that tI’<tI [Var(e)]. 
The narrowing calculus that we are interested in (LNC - to be defined in the next 
section) operates on sequences of equations, the so-called goals. A substitution 0 is a 
solution of a goal G = ei ,..., e,,denotedby3?FGG8,ifB!-e#foralliE{l,..., n}. 
We use T as a generic notation for goals containing only equations true. So for 
confluent TRSs 9, W F G8 if and only if G8 dw+ * T. The calculus NC is extended to 
goals as follows: 
G’, e, G” 
(G’, 4rlp, G”P 
if there exist a fresh variant 1 + r of a rewrite 
rule in 9+, a position p E Boss(e), and a most 
general unifier 8 of elP and 1. 
3 This means that I -+ r has no variables in common with the preceding part of the computation. 
4 Often completeness is stated with respect to normal&able solutions: if W k efI and 0 ]-Yar(e) is normalizable 
then there exists an Nc-refutation e -+i, true such that 0’<& [V%(e)]. Notwithstanding the fact that 
completeness with respect to normalized solutions implies completeness with respect to normalizable solutions 
but not vice-versa, to all intents and purposes normalization and normalizability are interchangeable. 
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Notions like NC-step, Nc-derivation, and NC-refutation are defined as in the single equa- 
tion case. We use the symbol II (and its derivatives) to denote NC-derivations over 
goals. For an NC-derivation II: G -+g G’, no denotes the corresponding rewrite se- 
quence G9 -+* G’. 
There are three sources of non-determinism in NC: the choice of the equation e, 
the choice of the subterm elp, and the choice of the rewrite rule I + r. The last 
two choices are do not know non-deterministic, meaning that in general all possi- 
ble choices have to be considered in order to guarantee completeness. The choice 
of the equations e is do not care non-deterministic, because of the strong complete- 
ness of NC. Strong completeness means completeness independent of selection func- 
tions. A selection function is mapping that ssigns to every goal G different from 
T an equation e E G different from true. An example of a selection function is 
91~9,~ which always returns the leftmost equation different from true. We say that an 
NC-derivation L’ respects a selection function 9’ if the selected equation in every step 
Gt -+ GZ of Zl coincides with .4P(Gt ). Now strong completeness of NC is formulated as 
follows. 
Theorem 4. Let W be a conjluent TRS, Y a selection function, and G a goal. For 
every normalized solution 0 of G there exists an NC-refutation G -+z, T respecting 
Y such that 0’~ tI [-trar(G)]. 
In this paper we make frequent use of the following lifting lemma for NC. 
Lemma 5. Let G be a goal and 19 a normalized substitution. For every rewrite se- 
quence GtI +* G’ there exists an NC-derivation ZT: G -+i, G” such that 8’ < 19 [V] 
and Ill? subsumes GB +* G’. Here V is any Jinite set of variables such that 
Tar(G) U 9(d) G V. 
The statement “ne’ subsumes GO -+* G’” entails that the constructed NC-derivation 
II and the given rewrite sequence G6’ +* G’ employ the same rewrite rules at the 
same positions in the corresponding oals, 
In the last part of this preliminary section we introduce basic narrowing. Hullot [l 11 
defined basic narrowing for the single equation case. The extension to goals presented 
below follows Middeldorp and Hamoen [ 171. 
Definition 6. A position constraint for a goal G is a mapping that ssigns to every 
equation e E G a subset of Pas,(e). The position constraint that assigns to every e E G 
the set PosF(e) is denoted by G. 
Definition 7. An NC-derivation 
G -~l,el,Pl,ll+rl . . . -8.-,,e,-,,P.-,,I.-,~r"-l G 
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is based on a position constraint Br for Gr if pi E &(ei) for 1 <i<n - 1. Here the 
position constraints B2, . . , B,_, for the goals Gz,. . . , G,_r are inductively defined by 
Bi+l(e) = 
Me’) if e’ E Gi\{ei} 
B(Bi(ei), pi, ri) if e’ = e;[Yilp, 
for all 1 <i < n - 1 and e = e’& E Gi+r, with g(Bi(ei), pi,ri) abbreviating the set of 
positions 
Bi(ei)\{q E &(ei) 142 Pi) U {Pi ‘4 E how I4 E ~OSF(~i)I. 
An NC-derivation issued from a goal G is called basic if it is based on G. 
So in a basic derivation narrowing is never applied to a subterm introduced by a 
previous narrowing substitution. The following statement summarizes the known com- 
pleteness results for basic narrowing. Part (i) is due to Hullot [ll]. Parts (ii) and (iii) 
are due to Middeldorp and Hamoen [ 171. 
Theorem 8. Let 92 be a conjluent TRS and G a goal. For every normalized solution 
9 of G there exists a basic NC-refutation G --+z, T such that 0’ Q 0 [Var(G)], provided 
one of the following conditions is satisjed: 
(i) .%! is terminating, 
(ii) W is orthogonal and GO has an .!%normal form, or 
(iii) W is right-linear. 
3. Lazy narrowing calculus 
Calculi in which the narrowing inference rule is replaced by a small number of more 
primitive operations are comprehensively examined by Holldobler in his thesis [9] and 
Snyder in his monograph [22]. The calculus that we investigate in this paper is the 
specialization of Holldobler’s calculus TRANS, which is defined for general equational 
systems and based on paramodulation, to (confluent) TRSs and narrowing. 
Definition 9. Let W be a TRS. The lazy narrowing calculus, LNC for short, consists of 
the following five inference rules: 
[o] outermost narrowing 
G’, f(q ,..., sn) 2: t,G” 
G’,q M II,..., s, M l,,,r M t,G” 
if there exists a fresh variant f (II,. . . , I,) --f r of a rewrite rule in W, 
[i] imitation 
G’, f (sl ,...,s,) NX,G” 
(G’,sr %x1 ,..., s, MX,,G”)O 
if 8 = {X e f (xl,. . . ,xti)} with xl,. . . ,x, fresh variables, 
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[d] decomposition 
G', fh ,..., s,) M f(tl,..., t&G" 
G',q M tl,..., sn M t,,,G” ’ 
[v] variable elimination 
G’, s N x, G” 
(G', G")B 
if x 4 -trar(s) and 8 = {x H s), 
[t] removal of trivial equations 
G/,x M x, G” 
G’, G” ’ 
In the rules [o], [i], and [v], s E t stands for s M t or t M s. 
The variable elimination rule [v] is different from the one of Martelli et al. [16, 141 
in that we do not keep the solved equation x N t around. The rules [d], [v], and [t] 
constitute the syntactic unification algorithm of Martelli and Montanari [15]. Because 
syntactic unification is performed by [d], [v], and [t], the rewrite rule x M x 4 true 
is no longer used in LNC. As a consequence, we assume that the symbol true does 
not occur in LNc-goals. 
Contrary to usual narrowing, the outermost narrowing rule [o] generates new para- 
meter-passing equations s1 M I,, . . . , s, M I, besides the body equation r x t. These 
parameter-passing equations must eventually be solved in order to obtain a refutation, 
but we do not require that they are solved right away. That is the reason why we call 
the calculus lazy. We introduce some useful notations relating to the calculus LNC. If 
G and Gi are the upper and lower goal in the inference rule [a] (c( E (0, i,d, v, t}), we 
write G +[,I Gi. This is called an LNc-step. The applied rewrite rule or substitution 
may be supplied as subscript, that is, we will write things like G +[0~,[+ Gr and 
G =$],s Gr. LNc-derivations are defined as in the case of NC. To distinguish LNC- 
derivations from NC-derivations, we use the symbol Y (and its derivatives) for the 
former. An LNc-refutation is an LNc-derivation ending in the empty goal 0. 
Because the purpose of LNC is to simulate narrowing, it is natural to expect that LNC 
inherits strong completeness from NC. Indeed, Hiilldobler [9, Corollary 7.3.91 states the 
strong completeness of LNC for confluent TRSs with respect to normalizable solutions. 
However, this does not hold. 
Counterexample 10. Consider the TRS 
f (x> + gV+),x) 
L%= g(V) --f a 
b + h(b) 
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and the goal G = f(b) M a. Confluence of W can be proved by a routine induction 
argument on the structure of terms and some case analysis. The (normalized) empty 
substitution E is a solution of G because 
f(b) 25 u 4% g(h(b),b) M u +W g(h(b),h(b)) = a --+a a = a +49+ true. 
Consider the selection function 9isht that selects the rightmost equation in every goal. 
There is essentially only one LNc-derivation issued from G respecting ~&ht: 
This is clearly not a refutation. (The alternative binding {x H xi} in the +[,I-step 
results in a variable renaming of the above LNc-derivation.) Hence LNC is nof strongly 
complete. 
This counterexample does not refute the completeness of LNC. The goal f(b) M a 
can be solved, for instance, by adopting the selection function 5$ft: 
f(b) = a =+q,/-(x)+g(h(x),x) b = x,g(&), xl = Q 
*[VI, jm-+bj g@(b), b) x a 
*[ol,g(x,,x,)+a h(b) = xl,b = ~19~ = a 
=+-[,I, {x,u~,(b)} b = h(b), u = a 
*[ol,b-h(b) h(b) = h(b), a = a 
+[d] b % b,u % a 
In Section 5 we show that LNC is complete in the general case of confluent TRSs 
and normalized solutions. In the next section we present sufficient conditions for 
the strong completeness of LNC, which turns out to be simpler than proving com- 
pleteness. 
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4. Restoring strong completeness 
Observe that the TRS g of Counterexample 10 satisfies none of the sufficient con- 
ditions for the completeness of basic narrowing stated in Theorem 8. As a matter of 
fact, basic narrowing is not able to solve the goal S(b) M a, see Middeldorp and 
Hamoen [ 171. This suggests a surprising connection between strong completeness of 
LNC and completeness of basic NC. In this section we prove that LNC is strongly complete 
whenever basic NC is complete. 
The basis of our proof is the specialization of the transformation process used by 
Hiilldobler in his proof of the (strong) completeness of TRANS. First we formalize the 
intuitively clear propagation of equations along NC-derivations. 
Definition 11. Let G -+Q, p,,_+r Gi be an NC-step and e an equation in G. If e is the 
selected equation in this step, then e is narrowed into the equation e[r]$ in G1. In 
this case we say that e[r]@ is the descendant of e in Gi. Otherwise, e is simply 
instantiated to the equation e9 in Gi and we call e6 the descendant of e. The notion 
of descendant extends to Nc-derivations in the obvious way. 
Observe that in an NC-refutation G -w)* T every equation e E G has exactly one 
descendant true in T. We now introduce six transformation steps on NC-refutations. 
The first one states that non-empty NC-refutations are closed under renaming. 
Lemma 12. Let 6 be a variable renaming. For every w-refutation ZI: G -+i T there 
exists an x-refutation t#~,(Ii): G6 -+z_,e T. 
Proof. Let G -+7,,e,p,~+r G1 be the first step of n and let ni: Gi -+T, T be the remain- 
der of II. We have rir2 = 9. We show the existence of an NC-step G6 --+-~r,,e~,p,~~+r~ 
Gi. First we show that 6-‘ri is a most general unifier of e6ip and 16. We have 
e61,6-’ ri = elprl = lzi = 16%‘21, so 6-‘ri is a unifier of e6ip and 16. Let IJ be 
an arbitrary unifier of e61p and 16. Because 60 is a unifier of elp and I, and zi is a 
most general unifier of these two terms, it follows that ri <6a and thus E*ri bo. We 
conclude that E’ri is a most general unifier of eSip and 16. Write G as G’, e, G”. We 
obtain G6 -+ (G’6,e6[r61p, G”6)E’zl = (G’,e[r],, G”)zl = G1. Concatenating this 
NC-step with the NC-refutation Hi yields the desired NC-refutation +6(n): G6 --+i_,o T. 
Observe that Lemma 12 does not hold for the empty NC-refutation n: T --,* T 
because a-‘& is only equal to E if 6 = E. In the following five lemmata, n denotes 
an NC-refutation G -+8+ T with G = G’, e, G” such that e = s M t is selected in the 
first step of ZI and V denotes a finite set of variables that includes all variables in the 
initial goal G of 17. 
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Lemma 13. Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e in II at position 1. 
If 1 -+ r is the applied rewrite rule in the first such step then there exists an NC- 
refutation c#+,)(II): G’,s = 1,r Z=Z t, G” -+z, T such that 01 = 0 [V]. 
Proof. Write I = f(Zt,. . . ,Z,). The given refutation n is of the form 
with zlz2z3 = 0. Let x be a fresh variable (so x 4 V) and define the substitution 02 
as the (disjoint) union of 72 and {x +-+ IQ}. Because u2 is a most general unifier of 
f(ui,...,u,) M 1 and x zx, II can be transformed into the refutation &Ol(n): 
Gi,s~l,r~t,G”-+~ G:,f(ul,..., u,)zl,rxt’,G{ 
-Q~ (G~,true,r w t’,Gr)v2 
= (Gi,true,r M t’,Gy)T2 
-+r*, T. 
Let 81 = ~1~2~3. We have 81 = 6 U {x H Iz~z~} and because x $ V we obtain 
81 = 0 [VI. 0 
The tedious (and boring) proof of the next transformation lemma is omitted. It is 
similar to the proof of Lemma 5, see e.g., [17]. 
Lemma 14. Let s = f(q , . . . ,s,) and t E Y. If root(t8) = f then there exists an 
NC-refutation +,(II): Go1 -+$ T such that II subsumes $,(II)y II0 = 4[i](II)81 and 
a,t3, = 8 [VI. Here 01 = {t H f(x, ,..., xn)} with XI ,..., x,, @ V. 
Lemma 15. Let s = f(sl ,...,%I), t = f(t1 ,. . ., t,,), and suppose that narrowing is 
never applied to a descendant of e in II at position 1 or 2. There exists an NC- 
refutation &(II): G’,sl M tl,. . . ,s, M &,G” -+s*, T such that 81<13 [VI. 
Proof. The given refutation II must be of the form 
G 4: G;,s’ M t’, Gy -+T2,E (G{, true, Gy)r2 -+T, T 
with s’ = f(s{,...,sA), t’ = f(t’ *,. . . , t;), and ~1~2~3 = 0. The first part of I’I can be 
transformed into nt: 
G’,s, M tl ,..., s, M t,,, G” -+T, G;,s; M t;, . . . , s:, = t;, G;. 
Consider the step from Cl, s’ z t’,Gy to (Gi, true, G~)Q. Let x E x +true be the 
employed rewrite rule, so ~2 is a most general unifier of x z x and s’ M t’. There 
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clearly exists a rewrite sequence 
(G;,s; M t;,...,s; x t;, GI’)rz -,* (G;, T, G’,‘)Q. 
Lifting 5 results in an NC-derivation ,: 
G;,s; xt; ,..., ~:,M~~,GI’-*~*~,~(GI,T,G~)v* 
such that v2 <r2 [I’ U I]. We distinguish two cases. 
0) 
(ii) 
Suppose Cl,, G’,’ = q . In this case r3 = E. We simply define 4,(n) = Hi ; III. Let 
8i = rlv2. From a2 <z2 [VU Y(zl)] we infer, using Lemma 1, that 61 <rir2 = 
0 [VI. 
The case Gi, Gy # q is more involved. First observe that v2 is a unifier of s’ and 
t’. Using the fact that ~2 is a most general unifier of s’ M t’ and n E x, it is not 
difficult to show that r2 < v2 [-Y-\(x)]. S ince x 4 VU Y(zl) we have in particular 
r2 <v2 [V U Y(zI)]. It follows that there exists a variable renaming S such that 
v2 = r2b [VU Y(zl)]. Clearly -Irar(Gi, G’,‘) C V U 9(zl). The last part of II can 
be trivially transformed (by changing the number of occurrences of true in each 
goal) into n3: (G{ , T, G~)Q -+t T. An application of Lemma 12 results in the 
NC-refutation &(ns): (G’,, T, G3v2 ~3;_,~~ T. Define &d](n) = ni; nz; &(ns). 
Let 81 = ~1~28~~~3. We have 81 = ~1~2~3 = 8 [VI. •i 
It should be noted that in general we do not have 01 = B [V] in Lemma 15. 
Consider for example the NC-refutation : a M a -+~,x~X--rtrue true where we used 
the (non-idempotent) most general unifier 8 = {x H a, y H z,z H y}. Decomposition 
results in the empty goal, so &l(n): 0 produces the empty substitution 81 =E. Clearly 
8, # e [V] if V contains y or Z. 
Lemma 16. Let t E “Y-, t $ Yar(s), and suppose that the Jirst step of ll takes place 
at the root position. There exists an m-refutation &](ZZ): (G’, G”)al we*, T with 
crl = {t H s} such that ale, <e [VI. 
Proof. The given refutation n is of the form 
G -+T, E xzx+true , 9 (G’, true, G”)ri -+t T 
with rlr2 = 8. Let vi be the (disjoint) union of {X H s} and (~1. Clearly vi is a 
unifier of the equations x t and x M n. It is not too difficult to show that vi is a 
most general unifier of these two equations. Since also ri is a most general unifier of 
s M t and x z X, there exists a variable renaming 6 such that ri 6 = vi. If G’, G” = q 
then we let &](n) be the empty NC-refutation and thus 81 = E. In this case we have 
5 The lifting lemma for NC - Lemma 5 - requires the nornialization of the substitution ~2, which is not 
necessarily the case here. The reason for requiring normalization is to avoid rewrite sequences in which a 
tetm introduced by 72 is rewritten, because such sequences cannot be lifted. In the present situation there is 
no problem since we know that all steps in the rewrite sequence take place at root positions, 
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o,f?, = vl<rl = 8 [I’]. If G’,G” # q , we reason as follows. From the second part 
of II we extract the Nc-refutation II, : (G’, G”)zI --+& T by simply dropping a single 
occurrence of true in every goal of n. Let 81 = cP~Q. From Lemma 12 we obtain 
an NC-refutation &(nl ): (G’, G”) u1 -+s’, T. Because x 4 V we have 010i = ut& = 
r,&V1r2 = rlr2 = 8 [VI. Moreover, (Gl,G2)vt = (Gt,G2)ar. Hence we can define 
4[“l(JV = &wl). 0 
Lemma 17. Let t E “Y, s = t, and suppose that the first step of ll takes place 
at the root position. There exists an Nc-refutation &l(ZIl): G’, G” -+i, T such that 
468 [VI. 
Proof. The proof is obtained from the previous one by letting 01 be the empty sub- 
stitution E. Cl 
The idea now is to repeatedly apply the above transformation steps to a given NC- 
refutation, connecting the initial goals of (some of) the resulting Nc-remtations by 
LNc-steps, until we reach the empty goal. In order to guarantee termination of this 
process, we need a well-founded order on Nc-refutations that is compatible with the 
transformation steps. One of the components of our well-founded order is a multiset 
order. A multiset over a set A is an unordered collection of elements of A in which 
elements may have multiple occurrences. Every (strict) partial order + on A can be 
extended to a partial order ~~“1 on the set of finite multisets over A as follows: 
M +rnu~ N if there exist multisets X and Y such that 0 #X CM, N = (M - X) H Y, 
and for every y E Y there exists an x E X such that x + y. Here k~ denotes multiset 
sum and - denotes multiset difference. Dershowitz and Manna [3] showed that multiset 
extension preserves well-foundedness. 
Definition 18. The complexity ]ZIl of an Nc-refutation : G -+i T is defined as the 
triple (n,M,s) where n is the number of applications of narrowing in n at non-root 
positions (so the number of narrowing steps that do not use the rewrite rule x M 
x *true), M is the multiset I_,NVa.r(G)B], and s is the number of occurrences of 
symbols different from M and true in G (which is the same as the total number 
of symbols in G minus the number of equations in G). Here &far(G) denotes the 
multiset of variable occurrences in G, and for any multiset M = {tl, . . . , t,,} of terms, 
MO and IMI denote the multiset { tl8, . . . , t,&l} and { ItI I,. . . , I tn I}, respectively. We define 
a (strict) partial order > on Nc-refutations as follows: ZZl >> II2 if 
In11 lex(>, >mul, >) P72l. 
Here lex( >, >mUl, >) denotes the lexicographic product of > (the standard order on 
N), >m~, and >. 
Lemma 19. The partial order >> is a well-founded order on x-refutations. 
Proof. Both lexicographic product and multiset extension preserve well-foundedness. 
0 
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Our complexity measure on NC-refutations is different from the one in Hiilldobler 
[9, p. 1881. Since we are concerned with one-directional term rewriting and narrow- 
ing (as opposed to bi-directional equational reasoning and paramodulation in [9]), our 
simpler definition suffices. The next lemma states that >> is compatible with the trans- 
formation steps defined above. 
Lemma 20. Let II be an w-refutation and a E {o,i,d, v, t}. We have IZ >> &l(n) 
whenever &(lI) is defined. 
Proof. According to the proof of Lemma 13 the number of narrowing steps at non-root 
positions in the NC-refutation &l(n) is one less than in II. Hence IZ >> c/+~I(II). 
Next we consider #[il. By construction, Z7 and 4ril(I7) have the same number of 
narrowing steps at non-root positions. Let Ml and h42 be the second components of 
the triples [III and (4,(I7)]. W e c aim 1 that Ml >,,,“t A42. Let X be the multiset of all 
occurrences of the variable t in G, Y = _&Tar(G) - 1, and X’ = &V"ar(Gal ) - Y. 
Observe that X’ is the multiset of all occurrences of the variables xl,. . .,x, in Gal. 
We have Mt = ]Xe] M IY8] and A42 = IX’81 1 M ]YBl I. We have [YeI = IY81 I because 
ye, = yat& = yt3 for all y E Y. Let to = f(tl ,..., t,). We have f(xle, ,..., x,e,) = 
tale, = te = f(tl, . . ..t.) andthus lx& < ItO1 for allxEX’. Therefore 1x01 >mul IX’&] 
and hence Mr >mul A42. We conclude that Ii’ >> +til(II). 
According to the proof of Lemma 15 the number of narrowing steps at non-root 
positions in &l(n) is the same as in 17. Because the substitution produced in &l(n) 
subsumes the substitution produced in IZ for the initial variables, the second com- 
ponent of ]$~~~(II)] does not exceed the second component of III]. Since the ini- 
tial goal of +[d](II) has less symbols different from M and true than the initial 
goal of Il (viz. two occurrences of the function symbol f), we conclude that 
n 2’ &d](n>. 
From the proof of Lemma 16 we learn that IZ and &l(ZI) have the same number of 
narrowing steps at non-root positions. Let Mr and A42 be the second components of the 
triples III and ]~#+,(n)l. We claim that Ml >mul M2. We partition MVar(G’,e,G”) 
into the following three multisets: X the multiset of all variables in &Yar(G’, G”) 
that belong to C@al ), Y = &!Var(G’, G”) - X, and Z = M-Yar(e), Let X’ be the 
multiset of all variable occurrences in the initial goal (G’,G”)al of &l(IZ) that are 
introduced by al, soX’&Y = JIVar((G’,G”)al). We have MI = (Xe(kQ\Y@(M(ZtI( and 
~~ = Ix’e,l u pell. s mce yeI = yale, <ye for all Y E Y, we have ]Y8] >;,,, lY& I. 
Using the inequality al& < 8 [Xl, it is not difficult to see that ]Xf3] >iul IX’& 1. Since 
Z # 0 it follows that MI >mut A4 and therefore II >> &](II). 
According to the proof of Lemma 17 the number of narrowing steps at non-root 
positions in c$~~(IZ) is the same in 17. Because the substitution produced in &hl(IT) 
subsumes the substitution produced in ZZ for the initial variables, the second component 
of ]+hl(IT)l does not exceed the second component of III]. Finally, the initial goal of 
&l(II) has less symbols different from M and true than the initial goal of II (viz. 
two occurrences of the same variable). 0 
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Lemma 21 explains why we do not need the symmetric versions of Lemmas 13, 14, 
and 16. 
Lemma 21. For every NC-refutation l7: G’, s M t, G” -+i T there exists an Nc-refuta- 
tion &WaP(n): G’, t M s, G” -+i T with the same complexity. 
Proof. Simply swap the two sides in every descendant of s M t in II. This does not 
affect the complexity. 0 
The following example illustrates how the above results are used to transform NC- 
refutations into LNc-refutations. 
Example 22. Consider the TRS 9 = {f (g( y)) -+ y} and the NC-refutation n: g( f (x)) 
= x -“+{xcg(y)} cl(Y) = S(Y) -+ true. In n the variable x is bound to g(y), so the com- 
plexity of ZZ is (1, {2,2},4). Transformation steps &, &I, $1~1, and +ft] are not appli- 
cable to ZZ. Hence we try $+I. This yields the Nc-refutation 171 = 4[il(n): g(f (g(xl))) 
= g(a) ““*{XI cy} S(Y) = S(Y) -+E true which has complexity (1, { 1, l}, 6). Next we 
apply &I. This gives the NC-refutation 2 = 4[d](ni): f (g(nl)) = x1 -+{x,Hy) y z 
y -+E true with complexity (1, { 1,1},4). Observe that the initial goal of n is trans- 
formed into the initial goal of n2 by a single *[iI-step. In II2 narrowing is applied to 
the initial equation at position 1. This calls for the transformation step $[,,I, so us = 
4[,#2):f(g(xl)) = f(g(y)),y = x1 -+{X,HY) true,y M Y -+& T. Nc-refutation n3 
has complexity (0, { 1, 1, 1, l}, 8). If we apply &] to fls, we obtain the NC-refutation 
IId = &](ns): g(xi) M g(y), y M x1 -+{x,Hy) true, y x y -% T with complexity 
(0, (1, 1, 1,1},6). The initial goals of l72 and 174 are connected by an +[,I-step. In 
the first step of IId narrowing is applied at the root position of the selected equation 
g(x1 ) F=Z g(y), so the terms g(xt ) and g(y) are unifiable. A most general unifier is 
obtained by an application of +[d] followed by an application of +[,I. So first we 
use &d], yielding the Nc-refutation 5 = &d](n4):xi M y, y M x1 -+{X,cy) true, y M 
y -+E T with complexity (0, { 1, 1, 1,1},4). Next we use &I, yielding the NC-refutation 
n6 = 4,v](n5): y = y -+E true with complexity (0, { 1, l}, 2). The initial goals of 
ZI4, ns, and n6 are connected by the LNc-derivation g(xi) x g(y), y E x1 +[d] xi z 
Y, Y = x1 =+“I, {x,cy} Y M y. An application of &I results in the empty NC-refutation 
II7 = &t](&):o which has complexity (0,&O). Clearly y M y =+I 0. Concatenating 
the various LNc-sequences yields an LNc-refutation g(f (x)) M x +g* q whose substitu- 
tion B satisfies x0 = g(y). In Fig. 1 this transformation process is summarized. 
Unfortunately, the simulation of NC by LNC illustrated above does not always work, 
as shown in the following example. 
Example 23. Consider the TRS 5% = {f(x) + x, a -+ b, b + g(b)} and the NC- 
refutation nfail: 
f(a) M g(a) -+ f(a) M g(b) -vv* a = g(b) -+ b PZ g(b) -w, g(b) M g(b) -+ true. 
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II : sub)) = 2 - 9(Y) = 9(Y) - Q.-w 
4% I+-sbl)I 
l-I2 : f(9bl)) =x1 -Aa Y =Y C) true 
hl 
I& : g(zl) = g(y), y = 21 -+ true,y = Y w T 
44 
l-Is : ~l=Y,Y=xl w true,y=yy T 
Jh4 Cn~U~ 
II, : Y”Y - true 
UPI 
I-I, : 0 
Fig. 1. The transformation i Example 22. 
Because we apply narrowing at position 1 in the descendant f(a) M g(b) of the initial 
equation f(a) M g(a), using the rewrite rule f(x) -+ n, we transform I7rail using &] 
and C$[d]. This yields the NC-ref%tatiOu 4[d](&o](nfail)) : 
a = x, x = s(a) -+U=X, x = g(b) ~3 true,a M g(b) -+ true, b x g(b) 
-+ true,g(b) M g(b) -vv) T. 
Observe that the initial goals of IIfail and +[d](4[o](nrail)) are connected by an J[O]- 
step. Since in the refutation $[d](4[o](nfail)) narrowing is applied at position 1 in the 
descendant a z g(b) of the selected equation x M g(u) in the initial goal a M x, x x 
g(u), we would like to use once more the transformation steps 41~1 and +[d]. This is 
however impossible since the subterm of x M g(u) at position 1 is a variable. 
The reason why IZfai, cannot be transformed to an rx-refutation by the trans- 
formation steps in this section is that in C$[d](4[o](n,il)) narrowing is applied to a 
subterm introduced by a previous narrowing substitution. One might be tempted to 
think that this problem cannot occur if we restrict ourselves to normalized solutions. 
This is not true, however, because ZIfai, computes the empty substitution E, which is 
clearly normalized, but &](&](nf&il)) computes the non-normalized solution {x H u}. 
So the transformation steps -do not preserve normalization of the computed 
NC-solutions (restricted to the variables in the initial goal). However, it turns out 
that basicness (cf. Definition 7) is preserved. This is one of the two key observations 
for the connection between strong completeness of LNC and completeness of 
basic NC. 
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Lemma 24. Let Zl be a basic NC-refutation and u E {o,i,d,v, t}. The NC-refutation 
~#+l(lI) is basic whenever it is dejined. 
Proof (sketch). It is not difficult to see that narrowing is never applied to subterms 
introduced by previous narrowing substitutions in &l(n) and &i](n) whenever this 
is true for ZI. Hence &,](II) and &J](n) are basic provided that II is basic. Since 
+]i](iI)8i = no, 4li](n) inherits basicness from n. Because &l(n) and ni - II 
minus its first step - are the same modulo renaming, the transformation &] trivially 
preserves basicness. This reasoning also applies to +rt]. 0 
We are now ready for the main lemma, which can be diagrammatically depicted as 
follows: 
V basic II : G -+i T 
d4 <e [VI 
3 Yl : UC, such that 
n >> n, 
3 basic ni : G1 -+i, T 
Lemma 25. For every non-empty basic NC-refutation II: G -+Bf T there exist an LNC- 
step !P1: G Jo, G1 and a basic NC-refutation ZIl: G1 -+g, T such that ai& 6 8 [V], 
ll >> II,, and the equation selected in the first step of II is selected in Yl. 
Proof. We distinguish the following cases, depending on what happens to the selected 
equation e = s z t in the first step of II. Let G = G’, e, G”. 
(1) Suppose narrowing is never applied to a descendant of s z t at position 1 or 2. 
We distinguish four further cases. 
(a) Suppose s, t q! V. We may write s = f (sl,. . .,sn) and t = f (tl,. . ., tn). Let 
Gi = G’,si M tl,...,sn M t,,, G”. We have Yi : G +[d] G1 . Lemma 15 yields 
an Nc-refutation &j](n): Gi -+i, T such that 8i d 0 [VI. Take ai = E. 
(b) Suppose t E V and s = t. In this case the first step of ni must take place at 
the root of e. Let Gt = G’, G”. We have Yi : G +-p] G1 . Lemma 17 yields an 
Nc-refutation &l(n): Gi -vv)g, T such that 8, < 8 [V]. Take at = E. 
(c) Suppose t E Y and s # t. We distinguish two further cases, depending on what 
happens to e in the first step of ZI. 
(i) Suppose narrowing is applied to e at the root position. Let ai = {t H s} 
and Gi = (G’, G”)ai. We have Yi : G =+I,., G1 . Lemma 16 yields an 
NC-refutation &](ZI): Gi -+s*, T such that ale1 < 0 [VI. 
(ii) Suppose narrowing is not ap$ied to e at the root position. This implies 
that s $! V. Hence we may write s = f(sl,. ..,s,). Let ai = {t I-+ 
fh,..., x,)}, G, = (G’,s, =x1 ,..., s, M x,, G”)ai, and GZ = Gal. Here 
Xl , . . . ,x, are fresh variables. We have Yi : G +li],o, Gi . From Lemma 14 
we obtain an NC-refutation n2 = &i](n): GZ -+sz T such that ai& = 
8 [VI. Let V, = V u {x1 , . . . ,xn}. Clearly Var(G2) C V,. An application 
Of Lemma 15 t0 fl2 results in an NC-refutation ni = &](flZ): G1 -+z, T 
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Table 1 
Case analysis in the proof of Lemma 2.5 
Case LNC-step Transformation(s) 
(l)(a) =+I 
(l)(b) =+I 
(l)(c)(i) *@I 
(I)(c)(ii) *[i] 
(l)(d) *[VI or *[i] 
(2) =%I 
(3) =%I 
such that 81 <& [I’,]. Using the inclusion (V \ 9(r~i)) U Y(a, Iv) C V2 
we obtain a~& <cJ~& = 0 [V] from Lemma 1. 
(d) In the remaining case we have t 6 V and s E -Y-. This case reduces to case 
(1 )(c) by an appeal to Lemma 2 1. 
(2) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 1. Let I= f(li, . . , I,) 
+ Y be the used rewrite rule the first time this happens. Because Ii’ is basic, 
s cannot be a variable, for otherwise narrowing would be applied to a subterm intro- 
duced by previous narrowing substitutions. Hence we may write s = f(si, . . ,s,). 
Let G1 = G’,si M Ii ,..., s, M In,r M t,G” and G2 = G’,s = I,r M t,G”. We have 
!Pi: G =+,I Gi. From Lemma 13 we obtain an NC-refutation II2 = &l(n): Gz -+e*, 
T such that 02 = 8 [VI. Let V, = V U Var(Z). Clearly Var(G2) C V2. An appli- 
cation of Lemma 15 to n2 results in an NC-refutation 171 = &dl(n,): Gi -+i, T 
such that 01 d 02 [Vz]. Using V C V2 we obtain 81 <8 [VI. Take ~1 = E. 
(3) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 2. This case reduces 
to the previous one by an appeal to Lemma 2 1. 
The above case analysis is summarized in Table 1. In all cases we obtain II1 from 
II by applying one or two transformation steps &,l, &, &d], &I, 41tl together with 
an additional application of &waP in case (l)(d) and (3). According to Lemma 24 ZZi 
is basic. According to Lemmas 20 and 21, ZIi has smaller complexity than n. 0 
The other key observation for the connection between strong completeness of LNC 
and completeness of basic NC is the fact that for basic NC, strong completeness and 
completeness coincide. This is an easy consequence of the following switching lemma, 
whose proof can be found in the appendix. 
Lemma 26. Let G1 be a goal containing distinct equations el and e2. For every 
m-derivation 
G -r,,el,p,,~,+r, G2 -r>,ezz,,pz,~z+rz G3 
with p2 E BosF(e2) there exists an m-derivation 
Gl - 4,ez,p2,12+r2 H2 -u,,e,u~,p,,il-+rl H3 
such that G3 = H3 and zlz2 = ~214. 
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Observe that the requirement p2 E BosF(e2) in Lemma 26 is always satisfied if the 
two steps are part of a basic narrowing derivation. Moreover, the exchange of the two 
steps preserves basicness. This is used in the proof below. 
Lemma 27. Let Y be an arbitrary selection function. For every basic NC-refutation 
IZ: G -+g T there exists a basic Nc-refutation +y(IZ): G -+z T respecting Y with the 
same complexity. 
Proof. Using the basicness of the given NC-refutation II, we can transform ZI into a 
basic refutation $y(fi): G -+i T that respects Y by a finite number of applications of 
Lemma 26. Since the transformation in Lemma 26 preserves the number of narrowing 
steps at non-root positions as well as the computed substitution, it follows that the 
complexities of II and 4y(n) are the same. •i 
Now we can state and prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 28. Let 99 be an arbitrary TRS and II: G -*z T a basic NC-refutation. For 
every selection function Y there exists an LNc-refutation Y: G +z q respecting Y 
such that cs < 8 [Var(G)]. 
Proof. We use well-founded induction on the complexity of the given basic Nc-refuta- 
tion II, which is possible because of Lemma 19. In order to make the induction work 
we prove (T < 8 [V] for a finite set of variables V that includes Var(G) instead of 
cr<B [Va.r(G)]. The base case is trivial: G must be the empty goal. For the induction 
step we proceed as follows. First we use Lemma 27 to transform 17 into a basic 
NC-refutation 49(n): G --)J T respecting Y with equal complexity. According to 
Lemma 25 there exist an LNc-step Yi: G jb, Gr respecting Y and a basic NC-refutation 
ZI,: G, -+$ T such that oit$ d 8 [V] and 4y(ZI) >> ni. Let Vi = (V \ g(ai)) u 
y(ai IV) U Var(Gi). Clearly Vi is a finite set of variables that includes Var(Gr). 
The induction hypothesis yields an r_Nc-refutation Y’: Gi =$-z, q respecting Y such 
that o’<8, [Vr]. NOW define 0 = oio’. From are, 68 [Y], a’<& [Vi], and (Y \ 
g(or )) U 9(01 1 v) C VI, we infer - using Lemma 1 - that D < 0 [I’] and thus also 
CJ < 8 [yar(G)]. Concatenating the LNc-step Yr and the LNc-refutation Y’ yields the 
desired LNc-refutation Y. 0 
A related result for lazy paramodulation calculi is given by Moser [19]. He showed 
the completeness of his calculus yap, a refined version of the calculus y of Gal- 
lier and Snyder [5], by a reduction to the basic superposition calculus 9 of [l]. 
Strong completeness (of yap) follows because yap satisfies the so-called “switch- 
ing lemma” [13]. Since from every &-refutation one easily extracts a y-refutation 
respecting the same selection function, strong completeness of y is an immediate 
consequence. 
Combining Theorem 28 with Theorem 8 yields the following result. 
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Corollary 29. Let W be a conjluent TRS, Y a selection function, and G a goal. For 
every normalized solution 8 of G there exists an LNc-refutation G +a* q respecting 
Y such that adO [Var(G)], provided one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) W is terminating, 
(ii) 3 is orthogonal and GO has an B-normal form, or 
(iii) W is right-linear. 0 
The converse of Theorem 28 does not hold, as witnessed by the confluent TRS 
L% = {f(x) + g(x,x),a -+ b,g(a, b) -+ c,g(b, b) + f(a)} from Middeldorp and 
Hamoen [17]. They show that the goal f(a) z c cannot be solved by basic narrowing. 
Straightforward calculations reveal that for any selection function Y there exists an 
LNc-refutation f(a) 25 c +* 0 respecting Y. 
5. Completeness 
In this section we show the completeness of LNC for confluent TRSs with respect 
to normalized solutions. Actually we show a stronger result: all normalized solutions 
are subsumed by substitutions produced by LNc-refutations that respect L&. Basic 
narrowing is of no help because of its incompleteness [ 171 for this general case. If we 
are able to define a class of NC-refutations respecting 91eft that 
(i) includes all NC-refutations respecting Y&R that produce normalized solutions, and 
(ii) which is closed under the transformations &l, 4[il, &dl, &l, 4~~1, and &wap, 
then completeness with respect to 9& follows along the lines of the proof of Theo- 
rem 28. We did not succeed in defining such a class, the main problem being the fact 
that an application of &,,l or &dl to an NC-refutation that respects Cleft may result in an 
NC-refutation that does not respect Cleft. We found however a class of NC-refutations 
respecting Y&R that satisfies the first property and which is closed under &,l o 41, 
$[i], 6[d] o 42~ &V]Y &t], and &waP. Here 41 and ~$2 are transformations that prepro- 
cess NC-refutations in such a way that a subsequent application of $[,,I and #[d] results 
in an NC-refutation respecting L&. The following definition introduces our class of 
NC-refutations. 
Definition 30. An NC-refutation II: G -3; T is called normal if it respects L&e and 
satisfies the following property: if narrowing is applied to the left-hand side (right- 
hand side) of a descendant of an equation s M t in G then 02 r-yarCsB,j (02 rvarCre, ,) is 
normalized. Here 01 and 02 are defined by writing 27 as G = G’,s M t, G” -+G, T, 
(s z t, G”)O, -+s*, T. 
Before introducing the transformations ~$1 and ~$2 we present a switching lemma 
which is used in the existence proofs. For the proof of this switching lemma we refer 
to the appendix. 
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Lemma 31. Let G1 be the goal e,G’. For every normal w-refutation 
with p1 # E and p1 I p2 there exists a normal w-refutation 
G-* g, G +vz,pzr~2+r2H2 -vl,pI,tl+rI ff3 +e*, T 
with the same complexity such that G3 = H3 and t11T1z2g2 = 01v2vld2. 
Lemma 32. For every normal NC-refutation 17: 
e, G-+,*, el, Gzl -+>, 1 e2, G~1n -+T3 *T 
with the property that narrowing is not applied to a descendant of e at position 1 
in the subderivation that produces ubstitution 71, there xists a normal NC-refutation 
h(n): 
with the same complexity such that ~1~2~3 = ~1x2~3 and narrowing is neither applied 
at position 1 nor in the right-hand side of a descendant of e in the subderivation that 
produces the substitution ~1. 
Proof. Let II’ be the subderivation e, G-+T, er, Gzr -+, 1 e2, Grrr2 of II. Because 27 
respects 9’lee all steps in n’ take place in a descendant of e. If there are steps in n’ 
such that narrowing is applied to the right-hand side of the descendant of e then there 
must be two consecutive steps in IF such that the first one applies narrowing at the 
right-hand side and the second one at the left-hand side. The order of these two steps 
can be changed by an appeal to Lemma 3 1, resulting in a normal NC-refutation that has 
the same complexity and produces the same substitution as n. This process is repeated 
until there are no more steps before the step in which position 1 is selected that apply 
narrowing at the right-hand side. Termination of this process is not difficult to see. We 
define 41(n) as an outcome of this (non-deterministic) transformation process. 0 
Lemma 33. Let e = f(sl,. . .,sn) 25 f(tl,. . ., t,,). For every normal NC-refutation 
II: e, G -+?, true,Grl --$, T with th e property that narrowing is never applied to 
a descendant of e at position 1 or 2, there exists a normal NC-refutation &(Il): e, 
G-+T, true, Grr -+T2 T with the same complexity such that in the subderivation pro- 
ducing substitution ~1 narrowing is applied to the subterms ~1,. . . ,s,, tl,. . . , t,, in the 
order sl,tl,s2,t2 ,..., s,,,t,,. 
Proof. By a similar transformation process as in the proof of the preceding lemma. 
The next result states that the transformation steps &,I 0 41, $[i], 4ldl 0 42, &VI, hi, 
and &war preserve normality. 
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Lemma 34. Let IZ be a normal Nc-refutation. The Nc-refutations $[01($~(17)), @Ii]( 
&d](h(n)h &v](n>, &t](flh and hvap(~) are normal whenever they are dejined. 
Proof. First we will show the normality of &(&(ZI)). From Lemma 32 it follows 
that +1(n), which we can write as 
s x t, G -+;, s’ = trl, Gzl T*, I,+ (r M trl, &I h -+E T, 
is normal. This NC-refutation is transformed by &,I into 
s M I, r M t, G --+z sf M I, r z tzl, Gzl 
-+U2,X~x-true true, (r = tT1, Gzl )v:! 
= true, (r E tzl, Gzl )z2 
-% * T. 
Here 212 is the substitution 72 
Definition 30 holds for every 
U {x H 1~~). We have to show that the condition of 
equation in the initial goal s z 1,r x t, G of the NC- 
refutation &l(#l(n)). Consider the equation s M 1. By construction &,l(@l(n)) 
does not contain steps in which narrowing is applied to 1. Suppose there is a step 
in which narrowing is applied to the left-hand side of a descendant of s M 1. (This 
is equivalent o saying that the derivation from s M 2 to s’ M 1 is non-empty.) We 
have to show that ~1~2~3 rVar(sj is normalized. Because in &(ZI) narrowing is ap- 
plied to the left-hand side of a descendant of s x t, we obtain the normalization 
of ~1~2~3 r-varcsj from the normality of 4,(n). This implies that ~1~2~3 t-var(sj is nor- 
malized since ~172 lv-cs, = ~1 v2 rYar(sj. By construction, the descendants of the equa- 
tion r M t and the equations in G are only selected in the common subrefutation 
(r M %G~l)~z -+z*, T of 41( II and &]($~(n)). We conclude that &,1(&(n)) is ) 
normal. 
Next we consider 4[i]. Let e = s M t be an arbitrary equation in the initial goal of 
the normal Nc-refbtation . We may write n as 
G’, e, G” -+z T, (e, G”)T~ --i:*, T. 
By construction, +,il(ZZ) can be written as 
(G’, e, G”)ol -+V, * T, (e, G”)alq -+v*, T. 
Suppose narrowing is applied to the left-hand side of a descendant of eal in 4w(I7). 
(If narrowing is applied to the right-hand side of a descendant of ecrl in 4[il(n), the 
desired result follows in exactly ihe same way.) We have to show that the substitution 
v2 t ^ yar(scr* “, ) is normalized. We know that 72 lVar(sr,j is normalized since narrowing is 
applied to the left-hand side of a descendant of e in the normal NC-refutation Il. 
Because nzlz2 = +[i](n)VlV2, the terms szlzz and SUIUIQ are equal. Since &i](n) 
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subsumes n, strrur is an instance of srr and hence the normalization of vz ]V~(s~,O,j is 
a consequence of the normalization of 72 ]^Yar(sr,j. 
Now consider &dl o 42. According to Lemma 33 the transformation 42 preserves 
normality. We may write $2(n) as 
Sl M tl,...,sn = t,,G-*,*, Gq -+,*,T 
with s = f(q ,...,&I), t = f(t1 , . . . , t,), and viv2 < rrr~ [VI. By construction (pldj(& 
(n)) respects Yr,s. Suppose narrowing is applied to the left-hand side of a descendant 
OfsiZ ti in &dl(&(n)), for some 1 <i <n. This i~pheS that narrowing iS applied to 
the left-hand side of a descendant of s % t in 1$2(n). Because narrowing is applied to 
s M t in the first step of 42(n), it follows from the normality of 42(n) that rrr2 ]var(s) 
is normalized. From ui 29 < rr ~2 [V] we infer the normalization of 01 u2 ]_var(s, ).The first 
part of &1(&(n)) can be written as 
with ~1~2 = ur. The normalization of a2v2 ]++(s,o,) - which is what we have to show 
- follows from the normalization of ara2u2 ]Var(s,) by Lemma 2. Narrowing steps ap- 
plied to the right-hand side of a descendant of si M ti with 1 <i <n in $ldl(&(n)) 
are treated similarly. The equations in G do not pose any problems since the sub- 
refutations Grr --$ T and Gur -+v*, T of 42(n) and &rl(&(n)) differ at most a 
renaming. 
The transformations 4~~1 and 41~1 are easily seen to preserve normality. Finally, &.aP 
trivially preserves normality. q 
Example 35. Consider again the NC-refutation ZIfair of Example 23. This refutation is 
easily seen to be normal. An application of &l results in the NC-refutation 41ol(Dfair): 
f(a) = f(x),x = g(u) -4 f(a) M f(x),x c g(b) -4 true,a = g(b) 
-n, true, b x g(b) -rv) true,g(b) M g(b) -+T 
which does not respect .5&. If we first apply +i we obtain the Nc-refutation #r(IIrair): 
f(u) M g(u) -w* a x g(u) -+ a M g(b) -+ b x g(b) -+ g(b) M g(b) -+ true. An 
application of &l to this normal NC-refutation yields +[Ol(4r(ZI,ir)): 
f(a) M f(x),x x g(u) -+ true,a M g(u) --+ true,u x g(b) 
-uv, true, b x g(b) -M true,g(b) x g(b) -+T. 
This Nc-refutation is normal even though the produced substitution restricted to the 
variables in the initial goal is not normalized. 
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Now we are ready to prove the counterpart of Lemma 25 for normal NC-refutations: 
v normal II : G -+i T 014 <e[vl 
3 Yl : JJV, such that Y1 respects &fi 
3 normal fl, : G1 -+i, T n >> zzl 
Lemma 36. For every non-empty normal w-refutation II: G -+i T there exist an 
wc-step YI: G +,,, G1 respecting Cleft and a normal w-refutation Ii’,: GI -+i, T such 
that cl O1 6 8 [V] and ZI B III. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 25. Since we refer to the proof in 
the next section, we nevertheless present it in full detail. We distinguish the following 
cases, depending on what happens to the selected equation e = s M t in the first step 
of lI. Let G = e, G’. 
(1) Suppose narrowing is never applied to a descendant of e at position 1 or 2. We 
distinguish four further cases. 
(a) Suppose s, t 4 9’“. We may write s = f (s,,. . . ,s,) and t = f (tl,. . ., t,,). Let 
G, = s1 = tl,...,s,, M tn, G’. We have Y,: G +[d] G1. An application of 
Lemma 33 followed by Lemma 15 yields an NC-refutation &dj(&(n)): G1 
-+i, T such that 8, < 0 [VI. Take g1 = E. 
(b) Suppose t E Y and s = t. In this case the first step of fil must take place 
at the root of e. Let G1 = G’. We have ul,: G =+Ltl G1. Lemma 17 yields an 
NC-refutation &l(n): G1 -$, T such that f$ < 0 [VI. Take o1 = E. 
(c) Suppose t E V and s # t. We distinguish two further cases, depending on what 
happens to e in the first step of n. 
(i) Suppose narrowing is applied to e at root position. Let 01 = {t I+ s} and 
G, = G’al. We have u/,: G =+I,~~ G1. Lemma 16 yields an NC-refutation 
&j(fl): GI -+;, T such that al& <e [VI. 
(ii) Suppose narrowing is not applied to e at root position. This implies that s $! 
r. Hence we may write s = f (q, . . . ,s,). Let a1 = {t H f (xl,. . ,xn)}, 
G1 = (~1 NN xl,. . . ,s, M xn, G’)al, and G2 = Gal. Here xl,. . . ,x, are 
fresh variables. We have Yl: G +[i],g, G1. From Lemma 14 we obtain an 
Nc-rehtation II2 = 4[il(n):Gz -+iz T such that al& = 0 [VI. Let V2 = 
V u {Xl , . . .,x,}. Clearly +?ar(Gz) & V2. An application of Lemma 33 to 
l72 followed by Lemma 15 results in an NC-refutation nl = &dl(&(n2)): 
Gl -+t, T such that O1 <& [V,]. Using the inclusion (V \ 9(al)) U 
4(01 Iv) L V2 we obtain a1 0, d alO2 = 0 [V] from Lemma 1. 
(d) In the remaining case we have t $ V and s E Y. This case reduces to case 
( 1 )(c) by an appeal to Lemma 2 1. 
(2) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 1. Let 
l = f(ll,...,L) --+ r be the used rewrite rule the first time this happens. Because 
Il is normal, s cannot be a variable. Hence we may write s = f (sl, . . . ,s,,). Let 
G1 = s1 M 11, . . . ,s, M I,, Y FZ t, G’ and G2 = s M 1, r c t, G’. We have Yl : G +,I 
(3) Suppose narrowing is applied to a descendant of e at position 2. This case reduces 
to the previous one by an appeal to Lemma 21. 
The above case analysis is summarized in Table 2. In all cases we obtain ni from 
II by applying one or more transformations &,l o $1, d[il, &I o $9, &l, 41tl together 
with an additional application of &,,aP in case (l)(d) and (3). According to Lemma 34 
ni is normal. According to Lemmas 20, 21, 32, and 33 nt has smaller complexity 
than ZI. 0 
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Table 2 
Case analysis in the proof of Lemma 36 
Case LNC-step Transformation(s) 
(l)(a) *[dl #‘[d] o 42 
(l)(b) =+I 4Nl 
(I)(c)(i) =+I &I 
(1 XcXii) *[iI +[d] CJ 42 o &I] 
(1 X4 *[VI Or *[1] ‘$p] o ‘&ap Or d[d] O ‘$2 O ‘$[i] O &W 
(2) =%I ‘$[d] o ‘$2 o &I o ‘$1 
(3) =%I ‘$[d] o ‘$2 o &o] o ‘#‘I o &%‘a~ 
Gi . An application of Lemma 32 followed by Lemma 13 yields an NC-refutation 
n2 = &,(4,(W): G2 -+s*, T such that 02 = 0 [VI. Let I’2 = V U Var(Z). Clearly 
Y?ar(Gz) G Vz. An application of Lemma 33 followed by Lemma 15 to ZI2 results 
in an NC-refutation Zi’i = 4Idl(&(nz)): Gi -+i, T such that 0i <e2 [I’,]. Using 
V C V2 we obtain 0i 6 8 [VI. Take cl = E. 
Lemma 38 below is the counterpart of Lemma 27 for normal Nc-refutations. The 
proof is an easy consequence of the following switching lemma, whose proof can be 
found in the appendix. 
Lemma 37. Let GI be a goal containing distinct equations el and e2. For every 
NC-refutation 
G-+ o*, Gl -r,,el.Pl,il+, G2 *r2,eZTli pz, ~z+rz G3 -+: T 
with O1zl z202 roar normalized there exists a NC-refutation 
G-“;, Gl -+wz,pz,12+12H2 -+v,,e,u~,p,,~,+r, H3 -+;J 
with the same complexity such that G3 = H3 and 131~1~282 = t9,v2v102. 0 
Lemma 38. For every NC-refutation l7: G -+gT that produces a normalized substitu- 
tion there exists a normal NC-refutation &,,,l(l7): G-+,* T with the same complexity. 
Proof. Repeated applications of Lemma 37 results in an NC-refutation &,,,,(n): 
G -+z T that respects 9&e with the same complexity as II. Because 8 rVar(oj is nor- 
malized, it follows that &,,,i(n) is normal. 0 
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Rutting all the pieces together, the following result can be proved along the lines of 
the proof of Theorem 28. 
Theorem 39. For every m-refutation II: G -+i T with the property that 9 r7T,,CG, 
is normalized there exists an LNc-refutation Y: G +6* T respecting ~71~~ such that 
o < 13 [Yar(G)]. 
Proof. Very similar to the proof of Theorem 28. The only difference is the use of 
normal rather than basic NC-refutations, and Lemmas 36 and 38 instead of Lemmas 25 
and 27. 0 
Corollary 40. Let 92 be a conjluent TRS and G a goal. For every normalized so- 
lution 9 of G there exists an LNc-refutation G +-$ 0 respecting sPleft such that 
a<0 [Yar(G)]. 
6. Eager variable elimination 
LNC has three sources of non-determinism: the choice of the equation in the given 
goal, the choice of the inference rule, and the choice of the rewrite rule (in the case 
of [o]). In Section 4 we were concerned with the first kind of non-determinism. In 
this section we address the second kind of non-determinism. The non-deterministic 
application of the various inference rules to selected equations causes LNC to generate 
many redundant derivations. Consider for example the (orthogonal hence confluent) 
TRS g = {f(g(x)) + a,b + g(b)}. Fig. 2 shows all LNc-refutations issued from the 
goal f(b) NN a that respect the selection function 9&. There are infinitely many such 
refutations. Because the initial goal is ground, one of them suffices for completeness. 
At several places in the literature it is mentioned that this type of redundancy can be 
greatly reduced by applying the variable elimination rule [v] prior to other applicable 
inference rules, although to the best of our knowledge there is no supporting proof 
of this so-called eager variable elimination problem for the general case of confluent 
systems. 
In this section we show that a restricted version of the eager variable elimination 
strategy is complete with respect to 9& for orthogonal TRSs. Before we can de- 
fine our strategy, we need to extend the concept of descendant to LNc-derivations. 
Descendants of non-selected equations are defined as in Definition 11. The selected 
equation f (sl, . . . , s,) N t in the outermost narrowing rule [o] has the body equation 
r M t as only (one-step) descendant. In the imitation rule [i], all equations Si0 M Xi 
(1 <i < n) are descendants of the selected equation f (sl, . . . ,s,) N x. The selected 
equation f(sl,..., s,) = f(tl,..., tn) in the decomposition rule [d] has all equations 
si = ti,...,s, x t,, as (one-step) descendants. Finally, the selected equations in [v] and 
[t] have no descendants. Observe that every equation in an LNc-derivation descends 
from either a parameter-passing equation or an equation in the initial goal. 
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&I 
b x g(x), a M a 
%I 
g(b) = g(x), a = a 
hl 
b Mx,aza =+,I g(b) M x,a z a +-[i] b x xl,a x a =$I ... 
JJl4 &I 44 
aMa aMa aMa 
@I 44 44 
0 cl cl 
Fig, 2. The LNC-refutations starting from f(b) x a that respect flert. 
Definition 41. An equation of the form x N t, with x $ Var(t), is called solved. 
An LNc-derivation Y is called eager if the variable elimination rule [v] is applied 
to all selected solved equations that are descendants of a parameter-passing equation 
in Y. 
Note that this definition of eager LNc-derivation does not cover the full eager variable 
elimination problem due to the restriction to descendants of parameter-passing equations 
that we impose. Of the infinitely many LNc-refutations in Fig. 2 only the leftmost one is 
eager since all others apply the outermost narrowing rule [o] to the solved descendant 
b E x of the parameter-passing equation b z g(x) introduced in the first +[Ol-step. 
In this section we prove that eager LNC is complete with respect to 9ifeft for orthogonal 
TRSs (with respect to normalized solutions). The outline of our proof is as follows: 
(i) We define outside-in NC-derivations. These are the narrowing counterpart to the 
outside-in rewrite sequences of Huet and Levy [lo]. 
(ii) We show that the completeness of outside-in NC for orthogonal TRSs with respect 
to normalized solutions is an easy consequence of Huet and Levy’s standardiza- 
tion theorem. 
(iii) We show that the translation steps ~lr~2,q$,],~[i~, &d],(b[v], cj+], and &wap pre- 
serve the outside-in property. 
(iv) We verify that the LNc-refutation obtained from an outside-in x-refutation by 
means of the transformation described in the previous section is in fact eager. 
Definition 42. Let .% be an orthogonal TRS. An B+-rewrite sequence 
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is called outside-in if the following condition is satisfied for all 1 d i < n - 1: if there 
exists a j with i < j < n such that E < pj < pi then pi\pj E POST for the least 
such j. 
In an outside-in sequence every redex contraction pi contributes either directly to 
the final result (if there is no j with i < j < n such that E < pj < pi) or to the 
creation of a redex at a position E < pj < pi with i < j < n. (The exclusion of E in 
Definition 42 stems from the fact that the only applicable rewrite rule at that position 
is not left-linear.) 
The above definition is equivalent to the one given by Huet and L&y in their seminal 
paper [lo] on call-by-need computations in orthogonal TRSs. The following result is 
an immediate consequence of their standardization theorem (Theorem 3.19 in [lo]). 
Theorem 43. Let W be an orthogonal TRS and e an equation. For every rewrite 
sequence 4; + true there exists an outside-in rewrite sequence -i+ true. 
Definition 44. Let B! be an orthogonal TRS. An NC-refutation n: G -3; T is called 
outside-in if for every equation e E G the rewrite sequence &I +* true in II0 is 
outside-in. In this case we say also that the rewrite sequence IZe: G8 +* T is outside- 
in. 
Example 45. Consider the orthogonal TRS W = {f(x) + x, a + b}. The NC-refutation 
l7: 
f(a)~y,f(y)=b-+a=y,f(y)mb-+a~y,y=b-+true,a~b 
-+ true,b=b-+ T 
is outside-in, because the two rewrite sequences f(a) M a + a z a + true and 
f(a) M b -+ a M b + b M b -+ true are outside-in. The NC-refutation n’: 
f(a)=y,f(y)Mb-+ a=y,f(y)wb -+ true,f(a)=b-+ true,f(b)=b 
-vu) true,b = b+T 
is not outside-in since the rewrite sequence f(a) M b 4 f(b) = b + b M b + true 
isn’t. 
Theorem 46. Let 92 be an orthogonal TRS and G a goal. For every normalized solu- 
tion 8 of G there exists an outside-in NC-refutation G--+i, T such that et<0 [Var(G)]. 
Proof. Let G8 = el, . . . , e,. The rewrite sequence GB +s+ T can be partitioned into 
rewrite sequences from ei to true for 1 <i <n. To each of these n rewrite sequences we 
apply Theorem 43, yielding outside-in rewrite sequences from ei to true (1 <i 6n). 
Putting these n outside-in rewrite sequences together results in a outside-in rewrite 
sequence from G8 to T. Let e1 = 0 rvar(c). Evidently, GB1 = GB and e1 is normalized. 
An application of the lifting lemma for NC - Lemma 5 - to the outside-in rewrite 
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sequence GBi -2, T results in an outside-in Nc-refutation G -+i, T with 0’ ,( Qi = 8 
[V’ar( G)]. q 
The above theorem extends and simplifies the main result of You [23]: the com- 
pleteness of outer narrowing for orthogonal constructor-based TRSs with respect to 
constructor-based solutions. One easily verifies that outer narrowing coincides 
with outside-in narrowing in the case of orthogonal constructor-based TRSs and that 
constructor-based substitutions are a special case of normalized substitutions. Hence 
You’s completeness result (Theorem 3.13 in [23]) is a consequence of Theorem 46. 
Since You does not use the powerful standardization theorem of Huet and Levy, his 
completeness proof is (much) more complicated than the proof presented above, which 
covers a larger class of TRSs. 
Lemma 47. The transformations 41, 42, &I, #[iI, 4[d], &I, &t], qkap, and &ma~ Pre- 
serve the outside-in property. 
Proof. Straightforward by inspecting the various transformations. il 
We define a property 9 of equations in the initial goal of Nc-refutations in Defi- 
nition 48. In Lemma 49 we show that parameter-passing equations introduced in the 
transformation proof of Lemma 36 satisfy this property, provided we start from an 
NC-refutation n that is outside-in. In Lemma 51 the property is shown to be preserved 
by LNc-descendants obtained during the transformation proof. Finally, in Lemma 52 it 
is shown that Yi in Lemma 36 consists of a +[,I-step whenever the selected (leftmost) 
equation in ZZ is solved and satisfies the property. 
Definition 48. Let II: G -+* T be an Nc-refutation and e E G. We say that e has 
property 9 in Il if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) narrowing is not applied to the right-hand side of a descendant of e in II, and 
(ii) if narrowing is applied to the left-hand side of a descendant of e in II and 1.p 
is a narrowing position in a descendant of e such that later steps in the left-hand 
side of descendants of e do not take place above l-p, then 2ap~qoss(e). 
A position 1.p satisfying the condition in part (ii) will be called critical. 
In the following three lemmas, Yi and Ii’, refer to the LNc-step and the NC-refutation 
constructed in Lemma 36. 
Lemma 49. Let Ii’: G -++ T be a normal outside-in w-refutation. If Y, consists of 
an =+,I-step then every parameter-passing equation has property 9 in II,. 
Proof. According to Table 2 we have to consider cases (2) and (3) in the proof of 
Lemma 36. We consider here only case (2). Consider a parameter-passing equation 
si z li in Zi’r. The first part of property 9 holds by construction. Suppose narrowing 
is applied to the left-hand side of a descendant of Si x li in ni. Let 1.p be a critical 
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position. We have to show that 2.p~Yos,q(s~ z Ii). The NC-refutation &(ZZ) can be 
written as 
e, G’ -+?$ el, G’zl -+Iz, I+~ e2, G’z,z~ 
--‘: e3, G’~,r2~3 -‘+rd, 1,1-r e4, G’~,~223~4 -?*, T 
where all narrowing steps in the subderivation e2, G’z~z~ -+T, e3, G’Z~ZZZ~ do not take 
place at positions above 1.i.p. According to Lemma 47 &(n) is outside-in. Hence, 
by definition, 1 .i.p\ 1 E Pos,q( 1) = Posp(f( I,, . . . , I,)). Therefore p E POSp( ri) and 
thus 2.p~Pos.&i = I,). 0 
The following example shows the necessity of the outside-in property in Lemma 49. 
Example 50. Consider the TRS of Example 45. We have 
Ii’ : f(a) z b -+ f(b) zz b -+ b z b -+ true 
Yl : 4[0] 
n1 :a~:,x~b~b~x,x~b~_*true,b~b~~ 
The NC-refutation 27 is not outside-in and the parameter-passing equation a z x does not 
satisfy property P in II, as position 1 is critical while 2 4 Pas,-(a M x). Transforming 
Il into the outside-in NC-refutation IZ’ results in the following diagram: 
II’ :f(a)zb-+aab-+bzb-+ttrue 
Y : uro1 
II; :azx,x ~b-+true,a~b-+true,b~b-+T 
The parameter-passing equation a z x does have property 9 in IIl,. 
Lemma 51. Suppose Il: G-*+ T is a normal w-refutation and let e E G have property 
8. If e’ is a !Pl-descendant of e then e’ has property 9 in I7,. 
Proof. First we consider the case that e E G is the selected equation in Yl. Consider 
the case analysis in the proof of Lemma 36. In cases (l)(b), (I)(c)(i), (l)(d), and (3) 
there is nothing to show: either e has no ‘PI-descendants or the first part of the property 
9 does not hold. In case (l)(a) we have I71 = &](&(n)). It is easy to see that 
equation e has property B in d,(n). We have e’ = si = t; for some 16 i <n. The first 
part of property 9 clearly holds for e’ in II,. Suppose narrowing is applied to the left- 
hand side of a descendant of e’ in II,. Let 1.p be a critical position. By construction of 
$[d], 1.i.p is a critical position in $2(n). Hence we obtain 2.i.pEpos,q(e) from the 
fact that e has property 9 in &(ZZ). This implies 2.p~Posp(e’). We conclude that e’ 
has property 9 in III. In case (l)(c)(ii) narrowing is applied to the left-hand side s of 
e in If. This implies that there is a critical position 1.p. Since the right-hand side t of e 
is a variable, 2.p$gosq(e). Therefore the equation e does not have the property 9’. It 
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remains to consider case (2). We have Zi’i = &,(&(n,)) = ~rdl(~2(~r~l(~l(n)))). It 
is not difficult to see that e has property B in $i(ZZ). From the construction of &l we 
learn that the equation r M t in the initial goal Gz of Ii’2 inherits the property P from 
e in Ii’. Since the rewrite sequence (P- M t)Oi A* true in ni& subsumes the rewrite 
sequence (Y z t)& +* true in lIz&, it follows that the (unique) Y-descendant 
e’=r% t of e has the property 9 in Zi’i. 
Next suppose that e E G is not selected in Yi. By comparing the rewrite sequences 
e0 +* true in II0 and e’Bi +* true in II,&, one easily concludes that in all cases 
in the proof of Lemma 36 the (unique) Y-descendent e’ of e inherits the property 9 
ofe. 0 
Lemma 52. Suppose II: G-++ T is a normal NC-refutation and let the selected (left- 
most) equation e have the property P. If e is solved then Yl consists of a +[,I-step. 
Proof. Consider the case analysis in the proof of Lemma 36. In cases (l)(a) and 
(1 )(b) the selected equation e is not solved. In case (1 )(c)(i) Yi consists indeed of 
a +[,I-step. In the proof of Lemma 51 we already observed that in case (l)(c)(ii) 
the equation e does not have the property 9’. In case (l)(d) either Yi consists of a 
=+I-step or e does not have the property 8, just as in case (l)(c). In case (2), the 
equation e is not solved or does not have property 9’. The latter follows as in case 
(l)(c)(ii). Finally, in case (3) the selected equation e does not have the property B 
because narrowing is applied to the right-hand side of a descendant of e. 0 
Theorem 53. For every outside-in NC-refutation G -+i T with 0 rVarCGj normalized 
there exists an eager LNc-refutation G+,* T respecting Y& such that a<@ [Var(G)]. 
Proof. Let ll be the given outside-in NC-refutation G -+i T. From Theorem 39 we 
obtain an LNc-refutation Y: G +g T respecting yteft such that c < 6 [Var(G)]. From 
Lemmas 49-52 we learn that the variable elimination rule [v] is applied to all selected 
solved descendants of parameter-passing equations in Y, i.e., Y is eager. 0 
The combination of Theorems 46 and 53 yields the final result of this paper. 
Corollary 54. Let 9 be an orthogonal TRS and G a goal. For every normalized 
solution 0 of G there exists an eager LNc-refutation G =x$ T respecting Cleft such 
that o 6 0 [V’ar(G)]. 
7. Suggestions for further research 
This paper leaves many questions unanswered. We mention some of them below. 
We have seen that LNC lacks strong completeness. This does not mean that all se- 
lection functions result in incompleteness. We already showed that LNC is complete 
(for confluent TRSs and normalized solutions) with respect to yieft. Extending this to 
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selection functions that never select descendants of a body equation before all descen- 
dants of the corresponding parameter-passing equations have been selected should not 
be too difficult. 
In Section 4 we have shown the strong completeness of LNC in the case of orthogonal 
TRSs, using the completeness of basic NC. In Section 6 we showed the completeness 
of eager LNC with respect to 91,~ for orthogonal TRSs, using the completeness of 
outside-in NC. A natural question is whether these two results can be combined, i.e., 
is eager LNC strongly complete for orthogonal TRSs? Consider the orthogonal TRS W 
of Example 45 and the goal f(a) M b. There are two different NC-refutations starting 
from this goal: 
and 
n,: f(a) M b -+ f(b) x b -v* b M b -+ true. 
Refutation Ii’1 is not basic and refutation Ii’2 is not outside-in. Hence basic outside-in 
NC is not complete for orthogonal TRSs. This suggests that it is not obvious whether 
or not eager LNC is strongly complete for orthogonal TRSs. 
The orthogonal&y assumption in our proof of the completeness of eager LNC is 
essential since we make use of Huet and Levy’s standardization theorem. We did not 
succeed in finding a non-orthogonal TRS for which eager LNC is not complete. Hence it 
is an open problem whether our restricted variable elimination strategy is complete for 
arbitrary confluent TRSs with respect to normalized solutions. A more general question 
is of course whether the variable elimination rule can always be eagerly applied, i.e., 
is the restriction to solved descendants of parameter-passing equations essential? 
In Section 6 we addressed non-determinism between the variable elimination rule on 
the one hand and the outermost narrowing and imitation rules on the other hand. This 
is not the only non-determinism between the inference rules. For instance, there are 
conflicts among the outermost narrowing, imitation, and decomposition rules. A ques- 
tion that arises here is whether it is possible to remove all non-determinism between 
the various inference rules. (This does not prohibit the generation of different solutions 
to a given goal, because the outermost rule is non-deterministic in itself due to the var- 
ious rewrite rules that may be applied.) The very simple orthogonal constructor-based 
TRS {f(a) + f(b)} together with the goal f(x) zz f(b) show that the restrictions 
for ensuring the completeness of a truly deterministic subset of LNC have to be very 
strong. Observe that the solution {x H a} can only be produced by outermost narrow- 
ing, whereas decomposition is needed for obtaining the unrelated solution {x H b}. 
Recently Middeldorp and Okui [ 181 showed that all non-determinism in the choice 
of the inference rule for descendants of parameter-passing equations can be removed 
for orthogonal constructor-based TRSs, whereas complete determinism in the choice of 
the inference rule for descendants of equations in the initial goal can be achieved for 
arbitrary confluent TRSs if we interpret x as strict equality, meaning that we only 
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require completeness with respect to solutions tI of G that have the property that s9 
and te have the same ground constructor normal form, for every equation s M t E G. 
The results reported in this paper should be extended to conditional TRSs. Incor- 
porating conditional rewrite rules into LNC is easy: simply add the conditions of the 
rewrite rule used in the outermost narrowing rule [o] to the resulting goal. Of the three 
main results in this paper - Theorems 28, 39, and 53 - we expect that the first one 
can be lifted to conditional TRSs without much difficulties, although extra variables in 
the right-hand sides of the conditional rewrite rules might prove to be a complication. 
The second result should also hold in the conditional case, but it is less clear whether 
the proof technique developed in Section 5 can be extended. We do not know whether 
Theorem 53 holds for conditional TRSs. 
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Appendix 
This appendix contains proofs of Lemmas 26, 31, and 37. 
Proof of Lemma 26. Let Gr = G’, er, G”, e2, G”‘. Clearly 
G3 = ((G’,~~[~II~,,G”)z~,~z~~[Y~I~~,G”’z~ 172. 
Since we may assume that the variables in 12 are fresh, we have g(ri) n ?‘ar(Zz) = 0. 
Hence 
qP2z1z2 = e2z11P2z2 = 1272 = 127122. 
So e21pz and 12 are unifiable. Let u2 be an idempotent most general unifier of these two 
terms. We have Hz = (G’,ei, G”,e2[r21p2, G”‘)Q. There exists a substitution p such 
that u2p = ~1~2. We have g(u2) G Var(e21p2) U Var(Z2). Because we may assume that 
Var(Zl) rl V’ar(e2) = 0, we obtain g(u2) n Y’“ar(Zi) = 0. Hence 
e1u21p,P = qp,u2P = qp,z1z2 = 119122 = ZIUZP = ZIP. 
So the terms eiu21p, and Ii are unifiable. Let r~ be an idempotent most general unifier. 
We have rr 6 p. It follows that ~20 <rtrz. Using g(u2) n -Yar(Zi) = 0 we obtain 
ellp,u2c = elu21p,o = Zla = Ziu2a, 
so ~20 is a unifier of eilpl and 11. Because ri is a most general unifier of these two 
terms, we must have ri <vzc. Let y be any substitution satisfying rly = u2cr. With 
help of g(ri ) n +‘ar( 12) = 0 we obtain 
e2yp2y = qpzrly = e21p2 2 u CT = 12u2a = 12z,y = 12y. 
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(In the first equality we used the assumption p2 E Posy(e2).) Hence we obtain 
72 < y from the fact that 72 is a most general unifier of e271 iP2 and 12. Therefore 
7172 d 7ly = ~20. Since we also have 02~ <7172, there is a variable renaming 6 
such that v2a6 = 7172. Now define vi = ~76. Since most general unifiers are closed 
under variable renaming, vr is a most general unifier of eiv21p, and Ii. So H3 = 
(G’~2,elv2[~11p,,(G”,e2t~21p2, G”‘)v )zQ. From 7172 = v2v1 we infer that G3 =Hs. This 
proves the lemma. 0 
Proof of Lemma 31. First we show that p2 E Bos,-(e). Suppose to the contrary 
that p2 6 Pas,-(e). That means that p2 bq for some q E Posy-(e). Without loss of 
generality we assume that q > 1. Let e14 be the variable x. The term e7l iPZ is a subterm 
of x71. Hence e7i IP2 72 is a subterm of xsiz2. Because p1 _I_ p2 we have e711p272 = 
4yllp,~1 lpzz2 = 1272. So ~7~7~ is not a normal form. Hence xr,72e2 is also not a 
normal form. There exists a reduction sequence from e’& to e consisting of non-root 
reduction steps. Here e’ is the leftmost equation in G. Hence x E “+“ar(eli) C Var(e'0, 1, ). 
From the normality of n we infer that 8, zl 72e2 ]yg,C,r,, ) is normalized. This yields a 
contradiction with Lemma 2. Therefore p2 E 9’os,p(e). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 26. We have G3 = 
(e[rl]p,s~[r2]p2, G’71)72. Since the variables in 12 are fresh, we have ZY8(7i)nVar(l2) = 
8. Hence 
+7172 = e711pz72 - 2 2 - 2 1 -17 -177 2. 
So 7172 is a unifier of elPz and 12. Hence there exists an idempotent most general unifier 
v2 of elP2 and 12 such that v2 <7172. Let p be a substitution satisfying v2p = 7172. We 
obtain H2 = (e[r21P,, G’)r2. Since v2 is idempotent, 9(v2) n Var(Zi) = 8. Hence 
er21p,p = elp,r2p = elp,7172 = I I 2 - 1 7 7 - l,v2p = I,p, 
i.e., p is a unifier of ev21P, and El. Let cr be an idempotent most general unifier of 
these two terms. We have adp and thus v2adv2p = ~~7~. Using 9(v2)nVar(ll) = 0 
we obtain 
qP, 020 = ev21p, a = 1,a = I,v2a. 
Since 71 is a most general of elP, and 11, we have 71 d v2rr, so there exists a substitution 
y such that 71~ = v2a. Using 9(7i) n Var(Z2) = 0 we obtain 
e711pzy = elPZ7iy = elP2v2a = 12v2a = 22zly = 12y, 
Because 72 is a most general unifier of e7ilpz and 12, we must have 72 d y and hence 
7172 d 71~ = v2a. So 7172 and v2a are variants. Hence there exists a variable renaming 6 
such that v2a8 = 7172. Now define v1 = 06. Since a is a most general unifier of ev2iP, 
and 11, and most general unifiers are closed under variable renaming, we infer that also 
VI is a most general unifier of these two terms. So Hx = (e[r2]p2v2[r1]p,,G’v2)~I. We 
clearly have 7172 = v2vi _ With help of pl I p2 we infer that G3 = H3. Because the 
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number of narrowing steps at non-root positions is the same in the two Nc-refutations, 
it follows that they have the same complexity. It is also easy to see that normality is 
preserved. 0 
Proof of Lemma 37. We show that p2 lPos_~(e2). Suppose to the contrary that p2 $! 
Pos,q(e2). That means that pz >q for some q ~Posy(ez). Without loss of generality 
we assume that q 3 1. Let e2 i4 be the variable X. The term e2rilP2 is a subterm of xri. 
Hence e2ri iPZrz is a subterm of ~1~2. Since e2rr iPZ r2 = 1252, we conclude that xrir2 is 
not a normal form. Hence xzrr282 is also not a normal form. There exists a reduction 
sequence from e& to e2 for some equation e E G consisting of non-root reduction steps. 
Hence XE Y'ar(e,Ir ) G Var(eOi ii). Now the normalization of Oirir202 /.Yar(e2,,) yields a 
contradiction with Lemma 2. Hence we have p2 l Poss(e2). Now we apply Lemma 26 
to the subderivation Gi -+G2 -w) G3, resulting in a refutation of the desired shape with 
8irrr202 = t)~vzvr&. We already observed that the transformation of Lemma 26 does 
not affect the complexity. q 
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